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Introduction
World famous Czech pornstar Silvia Saint has appeared in hundreds of adult films, starred in many adult
features, performed as a dancer and in live shows... and now she finally has her own official website!
All of her best movies, thousands of exclusive photos and many exclusive movies never seen anywhere
else can all be yours, along with full network access to other major pornstar sites like Tera Patrick and
the other Included Sites listed on the right side of this review!

Adult Review
When porn first made the leap from your DVD player to the internet it needed a pretty big push. It needed some real
star-power to bring the top directors and studios online... and there were only a few models with that kind of allure back then.
Silvia Saint was one of them and she quickly became the queen of online porn for a while.
  
  Silvia is a Czech blonde who has been downloaded more times by men and women than pretty much anyone else in porn.
The problem was finding her usually was not very easy. Fans often had to join a website for a month just to get a few scenes
with their favorite hardcore model... and then had to find another site with some other scenes where she was getting fucked or
double-penetrated.
  
  Now, finally... Silvia Saint has her own official website and all of her best performances can be found in one place! More
than 300 scenes with Sylvia throating cock, having her pink pussy and puckered asshole pounded... dyking out with other
beautiful bisexual Babes and even her kinkier bondage vids are all there as well. 
  
  Even better, the Silvia Saint official site features lots of never before seen vids and pics exclusive to her site. So even if you
think you have already seen it all, there is soooo much much to see inside her members area.
  
  If you go to the site directly you'll be asked to pay a monthly price of almost thirty bucks... but if you join through The
Tongue by clicking the Free Preview button on this page you'll get a huge discount! The site will let you sign-up for just
$14.95... and that's for the same full access along with all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review!

Porn Summary
Silvia Saint has a huge number of fans and has been one of the most popular pornstars online ever... for good reason! She is
as pretty as any top model and she fucks as hard and nasty as any filthy slut. Now with her own official website and a
discount for being a Tastebud of TheTongue you can enjoy her easier, cheaper and more than ever before!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Gorgeous Blonde Superstar Silvia Saint on her own official website!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 86 Exclusive: 82 Interface: 81
Support: 90 Unique: 95    Taste: 92        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
Tera Patrick (90) ,Curry Creampie (88) ,Peter North (87) ,Cumshot Oasis (86) ,Hairy Undies (84) ,Devils Film (Preview) ,
White Ghetto (Preview) ,Squirtalicious (Preview) ,Silverstone DVD (Preview) ,I Swallow Peter North (Preview) ,Big Fat
Creampie (Preview) ,Motherfucker XXX (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, Discount Porn, Euro, Glamour, Hardcore, Lingerie, Natural, PornStars, Solo, Straight, Vintage
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